Cross-browser testing is essential for ensuring the application compatibility with different web browsers. Ideally, cross-browser testing should involve multiple computers with various combinations of operating systems. This also includes the need to centrally organize simultaneous or sequential test execution across multiple computers.
SmartBear TestComplete provides an integrated solution for functional web testing across all major browsers as well as for distributed testing and test monitoring on remote computers, whether physical, virtual or cloud. In this article we’ll explain how to leverage TestComplete to organize an automated framework for distributed cross-browser testing.

Four-Step Distributed Testing Process

Distributed testing requires multiple computers to carry out coordinated test actions. When using TestComplete, the distributed test (also called network suite) is initiated from the master computer and executed on the remote computers called slave computers. All of the distributed testing settings—the list of remote computers, the tests to be run on them and so on—are specified in a single test project on the master computer.

Distributed cross-browser testing process consists of the following four phases:

1. Preparing master and remote computers:
   a. Installing and configuring web browsers
   b. Configuring operating systems for distributed testing
2. Creating cross-browser web tests on the master computer

3. Configuring the distributed test on the master computer:
   a. Adding the Network Suite item to the master project (this item adds the distributed testing functionality)
   b. Setting up connections to the remote computers
   c. Setting up automatic deployment of test projects to the remote computers
   d. Selecting test to be run on the remote computers

4. Running and monitoring the distributed test

We will describe each of these in more detail below.
1. Preparation Steps

To run cross-browser tests on multiple computers using TestComplete, you need to prepare these computers to enable distributed test execution. For example, you need to install and configure TestComplete (or its lightweight test runner TestExecute, see below) and the needed browsers on each computer, allow TestComplete, its service and ports through firewall and so on. For details, please refer to TestComplete documentation:

» Distributed Testing - Requirements

Tip: Gain maximum leverage by installing TestExecute on remote machines

The distributed testing scenario has one aspect in particular that you can use to your advantage – the tests are typically created and configured on only one (master) computer and are executed on multiple (slave) computers. Hence all the powerful features of TestComplete would not be required on remote machines, and it is redundant and more costly to have TestComplete installed on every remote machine.

A more favorable solution, in this case, would be to equip remote computers with TestExecute - a resource-friendly tool that was specifically engineered for running TestComplete test projects on computers where TestComplete is not installed. TestExecute is less expensive than TestComplete, so you can afford several TestExecute instances for the price of one TestComplete license, which comes bundled with TestComplete Enterprise edition. Additional licenses can be purchased separately. TestExecute offers a Floating User license, so it is not locked to some particular machine and can be installed and run on multiple physical and virtual machines. However, the overall number of simultaneously running TestExecute instances should not exceed the number of purchased licenses.

Thus you would use TestComplete as a “designer” for creating and ad-
justing tests, and TestExecute as a “runner” for running pre-configured tests and obtaining results on the remote machines.

2. Creating Cross-Browser Tests on Master Machine

You start creating a distributed cross-browser test by recording or creating web tests on one specific computer. For example, you can create tests on the master computer— (the one that will be later used to initiate and monitor the distributed test run).

Creating a cross-browser web test includes the following steps:

1. **Configuring web browsers** to eliminate browser-specific behavior and facilitate cross-browser compatibility.

2. **Creating and configuring a test project.** A cross-browser test project must have the Web tree model option set to Tree and the Use legacy web testing features option disabled. These options are set by default in new test projects. If you are using an existing test project, you may need to set these settings manually. For more information about these options, please refer to TestComplete documentation.

3. **Creating or recording the test** in a specific browser (for example, Internet Explorer).

4. **Editing and debugging the test** in the original browser to ensure it plays back correctly.

5. **Running the test against other browsers** to make sure it executes successfully.

3. Configuring Tests to Run in All or Specific Browsers

There are two main scenarios for running web tests:

◆ Running the tests in a specific browser.
◆ Running the tests against all browsers installed on the computer.
Running Tests in a Specific Browser and Version

If you need to test a web application in a specific browser, you can simply record the test in this browser. TestComplete will identify the browser used and record the corresponding operations that would launch this browser and open web pages in it.

To configure the test to use specific browser version and/or platform bitness, you can modify the recorded test and change the corresponding operation parameters.

Running Tests in All Browsers

To run a test in all browsers installed on a computer, you can create the main “launcher” test that would loop through all installed browsers and run the tests against each browser in turn.
3. Understanding the NetworkSuite Project Item

To make a TestComplete project a distributed testing project, you need to add the NetworkSuite item to the project. This item must be added in each project participating in the distributed test – whether master (controlling) or slave (driven).

The NetworkSuite item specifies the distributed testing settings, contains a list of computers participating in the distributed test and the tests run on these computers.

The NetworkSuite project item contains the following items:

- **Hosts** – a list of remote computers to run tests on
- **Jobs** – a set of tests to run on the remote computers. The distributed test project runs jobs one after another; each job in its turn consists of one or more tasks (individual tests) that are run in parallel within the job
- **Synchpoints** – synchronization points for coordinating the test execution across different computers
4. Setting Up Connections to Remote Computers

Remote computers (hosts) participating in distributed testing can be physical computers, virtual machines or cloud computers on your network. To manage the list of remote computers and configure connections to these computers, you use the Network Suite | Hosts item in the master test project.

For each computer, you need to specify the following parameters:

1. **Address** – the network name or IP address of the remote computer

2. **User name** and **Password** - the user account that TestComplete will be logging into the remote computer with

3. **Base path** - the folder on the remote computer where to automatically deploy the test project
To verify that the specified host parameters are valid, you can use the Verify button on the toolbar of the Hosts editor.

5. Deploying Test Project to Remote Computers

TestComplete can automatically copy the test project from the master computer to remote computers. For this purpose, we need to configure the following options on the master computer:

- Specify the **Base Path** setting for each remote computer
- Set the Network Suite’s **Deploy mode** setting to **Automatic**
6. Specifying Tests to be Run on Remote Computers

To specify the tests to be run on the remote computers, you use the **Network Suite | Jobs** project item. It specifies which tests will be run on which computers, their execution order and other settings.

The tests (called **tasks**) are organized into groups – **jobs**. Tests within each job are run in parallel on different remote computers. Jobs, in their turn, are executed one after another. This way you can organize a complex testing process involving parallel and sequential test runs.

To specify the tests you want to run on remote computers, follow these steps:

1. **Add one or more Job to the NetworkSuite | Jobs collection.**
Each job will define a group of simultaneously executed remote tests. Since jobs are run one after another, their order in the editor is important.

2. **Add tasks to each job.** A task specifies which test project (or project suite) should be run on which remote computer. In general, you need to create at least one task for each remote computer involved in the distributed test. Spacing?

   Since all tasks of a job are executed in parallel, their order in the editor is not important.

3. **Specify the task parameters:**

   a. **Host** – The remote computer the where the task will be run.

   b. **Test** - The test project (project suite or individual test) to be run on the remote computer. Required.

   c. **Remote application** - Specifies what testing application, TestComplete or TestExecute, will be used on the remote
workstation. Tests are equally played back in either of these applications. **TestExecute** is recommended as it consumes fewer resources.

d. **Copy remote log** - Specifies whether and in which cases Test Complete will copy the remote test log to the master computer.

7. **Running Cross-Browser Tests on the Remote Computers**

Once web tests are created, remote machines are prepared and the distributed test is configured, you can start the test run.

You initiate the distributed test run on the master computer. For this purpose, you need to open the test project in TestComplete, right-click the NetworkSuite project item in the Project Explorer and select Run from the context menu. Similarly, you can run individual tasks and jobs if needed (note that tasks inside a job are executed in parallel).

Before starting the test, TestComplete performs the following preliminary operations to ensure that the test can be executed successfully:

1. Verifies that the remote computers are accessible

2. Copies the test project to remote computers (if auto-deployment is configured)

3. Verifies that the needed tasks can be started
While the distributed test is running, TestComplete lets you monitor the test execution in real time. It shows Remote Desktop views of the test computers and the current status of tests run on these computers.

After the distributed test is finished, TestComplete can retrieve the test logs from the remote computers and combine them into a single accumulated log on the master computer. This behavior is determined by the Copy remote log property of each task in the test. By default, the remote test logs are always copied to the master computer, so that they can be viewed when remote computers are currently unavailable.
Conclusion

With TestComplete, you can create automated cross-browser tests and distribute the tests across multiple physical, virtual and cloud computers. Distributed testing with TestComplete includes automated deployment of test projects to remote computers, flexible configuration of the testing process and centralized monitoring of distributed test execution. To run the tests on the remote computers you can use either TestComplete, or the TestExecute solution that was designed as “test runner” for machines without TestComplete installed.

In this article, we provided an overview of distributed cross-browser testing using TestComplete and outlined the main steps of this process. To start automating your cross-browser and distributed tests today, download now and try TestComplete for free.
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